Jesus is a model suitable for all. Thirty out of thirty-three years, He gave to the lesson of Nazareth, the greatness of little things. Even in the austere perfection of His Passion, He condescends to our weakness, so that we shall not be discouraged by the task of bearing the cross of suffering.

Jesus is a model that attracts to imitation. We can never lose abstract honesty, ourself, anything is a way that can stand against the solicitation of flesh and blood. But we can love the just Christ, the pure and seek Christ.

The character of our own strength to follow. We have contended with your ever-present sources. You have perfect need; we invite you as the strength of your

When you want to write, feel you may believe that Jesus in the horse that on the road, and only two potatoes for 30 "guests". We may have lived as this does.

Act II (Following Saturday):

Scenery Campus. A priest hails A who has a worried look.

Priest: Say, I think I know where you can get a little help for your "guests". But first tell me, what saint you prayed to?

A: I said plenty to St. Joseph last Wednesday, his feast day. I just sent me out here to rustle something up. We're down to two potatoes for 30 "guests". I guess it's just potato soup for the "guests" and us over the week-end.

Priest: Of St. Joseph? I thought so. Well, go over and get a check for the

(X's motion is carried).